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THE HUMAN DESIGN SYSTEM 
The User Manual for Your Life    

   
Morgan's Rave BodyGraph  

  

Type: Generator

Aura: Open and Enveloping

Strategy: Wait to Respond

Authority: Emotional - Solar Plexus

Profile: 2-4 Hermit/Opportunist

Definition: Triple Split Definition

Not-Self: Frustration

Signature: Satisfaction

Incarnation Cross: Right Angle Cross of Planning 3
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A New Kind of Awakening  
Your path to awakening begins with a growing awareness of your body’s sophisticated,
heightened intelligence, and a deep trust in this intelligence to be your compass through life.
By fully trusting your own ability to navigate life, you’ll become more accepting of yourself,
and able to genuinely love yourself – and others. This, in Human Design, is the point of
personal transformation – seeing through the illusion, and moving through life awake and
aware.
  
To guide you on your journey here’s your Free Personalized Human Design Overview. If this
information resonates with you there is SO much more that your Human Design can reveal
about YOU. Even so, there is nothing as rich and powerful as this basic information.
  
Want to know more? You can get even more detail in a Full Personalized Human Design
Report, available on the IHDS website at https://ihdschool.com/chart-reports. This detailed
50-page report covers in more depth your Type, Strategy, Authority, Profile and Cross,
Planets, Channels, Gates and Lines.
  
To fully appreciate your unique Human Design, and the practical tools it provides,
consider having a Foundation Reading. A trained analyst can synthesize your design and
focus in on key areas. Analysts can cover aspects that aren’t possible to put into an
automated report, and bring it all together in an artful and holistic way. It can be a
transformational experience. To find a Certified IHDS Professional near you, view our listing
of International Professionals.
  
Ready to Dive Deeper? Once you’ve had a Foundation Reading and have taken time to
explore and experience your Strategy and Authority there are readings that will reveal layer
upon layer of your Design. This includes advanced readings going further into the detail of
planets, gates and lines, understanding your variables, career profile, family and partnership
dynamics, the different life cycles covering major life transitions, how we’re designed when
we sleep, and much more. This body of knowledge is multilayered and profound.
  
You will also find additional information in The Definitive Book of Human Design, The
Science of Differentiation: ihdschool.com/products/definitive-book
  
This Free Short Report will give you a summary of the most important information for you:
 

Type and Strategy - Your mode of operating in the world.
 
Your Personal Authority - How best to make decisions.
 
Defined and Undefined Centers - What you can rely upon.
 
Profile - The costume you wear in life.
 
Resources and Next steps.
  

Welcome to the journey!
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Your Type and Strategy 
How You Operate Most Effectively 

 
Type embodies the very essence of The Human Design System. It’s the basis for the
most practical, empowering and transformative information – your Strategy and Authority.
Type is about your body, your genetics and your aura. It’s how you harmonize with the world
around you and align with your true nature.
 

 
Your Type is a Generator 

Your Strategy is to Wait to Respond 
 
Your gift is the ability to perfect or master a task, project or skill.
  
You have powerful and creative life-force energy. You’re designed to work, and to love the
work you do. Your energetic presence (aura) is open and enveloping.
  
Your Strategy is ‘to wait to respond. ’ Waiting to respond doesn’t mean you’re doing nothing.
You respond to things every minute of every day – living your life. While you’re doing the
work you love, or if you retreat from a dog’s growl, or smile when a bird sings, or hum along
with your favorite tune, or enter a conversation when asked … you’re living in response.
You’re designed to wait, and trust that life will come to you. All you need do is simply
respond from moment-to-moment as you go through your day. Understanding the beauty of
your open and enveloping aura, which is designed to draw life toward you, allows you to
watch and wait – and relax into living.
  
Would you like to have a more satisfying life?
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Your Personal Authority 
Your Decision Making Tool 

 
Did you know you’ve always had what it takes to make the correct decisions for your
life? You’ve always had a trustworthy, personal Authority that you can rely on to make the
correct choices.
  
When you start practicing your Strategy and Authority, you align with your unique geometry.
And, brilliantly, your genetic makeup, your reason for incarnating and your uniqueness are
all expressed through you as your true self. Things just naturally fall gracefully into place.
 
 
 
 
 

You have Solar Plexus (Emotional) Authority 
 
Emotional Authority is the authority of feelings. Your Solar Plexus Center operates in a
wave and so for you, there is “No Truth in the Now.” Clarity is something that emerges over
time. You’re looking for emotional clarity in the body through time, not in your mind. Clarity is
a benefit of who you really are. It’s the test of time and it’s magical.
  
Play hard to get. The longer you wait the better it will be for you.
  
Your Emotional Authority will give you the right decision at the right time.
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Your Defined and Undefined Centers 

 
In your Chart the following Centers are defined:  
• Heart
 
• Solar Plexus
 
• Root
 
• Sacral
 
• Spleen
 
• G
 
In your Chart the following Centers are undefined:  
• Throat
 
• Ajna
 
• Head
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Heart Center 

Willpower, Ego and the Material World  
The Heart Center drives willpower and ego power. Our self-esteem is how we move through
the world with confidence as a valued and contributing member of society – and receive
material and personal support in return. Without this belief and trust in ourselves and our
own value, we lose our will to meet the challenges of life. So many heart and digestive
problems are related to the ways we might compensate for poor self-esteem. Over-
achievement and making promises are all symptoms of trying to prove our worthiness.
Understanding the mind’s role in determining how we ultimately value our self, or not, can
eliminate a great deal of unnecessary pain and suffering in our life.
  
 
  

You Have a Defined Heart Center  
With your defined Heart Center, you like to be in control of your own life and your resources.
That includes what you wear, when and where you work, and which demands on your time
you will respond to. You recognize your own value, although at times you may inflate it. It is
healthy for you to exercise your willpower, and it is important that you do what you say you
are going to do, as this is how others develop a level of trust in you. You should only make
promises you can and will keep, and in this way, you strengthen your natural sense of self-
esteem.
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Solar Plexus Center 

Spirit Consciousness, Passion, Desire, Moods, Emotions  
The Solar Plexus Center relates to feelings, emotions and sensitivity. Its function is to gain a
sense of emotional clarity and emotional well-being. When a person’s emotions run rampant
over time, the physical well-being of several major organs systems is directly affected. Such
conditions as water retention and weight gain are common examples of the consequences of
unresolved emotional stress. This potent center provides the energy driving the cyclic nature
of the human experience. Its desire frequency is continually moving us toward encounters
with pleasure and its opposite, pain.
  
 
  

You Have a Defined Solar Plexus Center  
If you have a defined Solar Plexus Center, you have Emotional Authority. It operates as
awareness over time. For you there is no truth in the ‘now.’ Your truth reveals itself over
time, and you’re designed to wait through the ups and downs of your emotional wave(s)
before making decisions. It isn’t easy for you to be patient, as the Solar Plexus is an
immature emotional center and it houses a lot of energy. Your tendency may be to jump in
when you are high on your wave and jump out when you are low.
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Root Center 

Physical Adrenalized Pressure for Living, Stress  
The Root Center provides us with pure, powerful energy and momentum to keep life moving
forward. Since we can’t avoid stress, it is useful to understand this adrenalized pressure on
our body and not push ourselves too hard. If we turn this pressure inward, we may become
depressed and suffer deeply. Maintaining a healthy balance between too much and too little
stress can create a sense of vitality that spills over as joy for living.
  
 
  

You Have a Defined Root Center  
You have a reliable, consistent and established tempo that’s comfortable for you. That
tempo will vary based on your Type. What you may notice as you become more aware, is
that you have a certain speed and rhythm at which you get things done. If you don’t get to do
things at that speed, you won’t feel comfortable. It doesn’t necessarily have to be super-fast,
just a speed that’s comfortable for you.
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Sacral Center 

Pure Life Force Energy, Fertility, Respondability, Availability, Sexuality  
The Sacral holds within it exquisite, creative life-force energy and the power to guide and
sustain life. Its receptive frequency is designed to respond to what it meets in a protective,
healthy, honest and persevering manner. This complex center has the capacity to generate
life-force and communicate moment-to-moment availability of its energies through
responsive guttural sounds. These sacral sounds come from a trustworthy inner guidance
system that existed long before humanity had the capacity for speech.
  
 
  

You Have a Defined Sacral Center  
You have enormous power at your disposal, the power for work and creativity. It’s a genuine
vitality. Nothing is more important for you than to find both personal expression and deep
satisfaction in the work and activities that you do. It’s so important to know how to respond
… learn to correctly engage in your life and work in productive and fulfilling ways. Response
needs to be honored because it’s your truth. It’s the only way you’ll know if you have energy
and perseverance for what you’re being asked to do.
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Splenic Center 

Body Consciousness, Health, Well-Being, Intuition and Survival  
The Splenic Center is our existential awareness, in the now, that keeps us moving safely
forward. Deep inside, it steadily cleanses built-up toxins and the adverse effects of negative
vibrations and memories from our system. It’s our oldest form of awareness, and is
instantaneous, instinctual alertness for anything that threatens our well-being, including
negative emotions.  Because it is so deeply related to our immune functions, the sole
function of Splenic awareness is to keep us alive. Splenic awareness and the mind work
differently. The mind shouts and Splenic awareness whispers.
  
 
  

You Have a Defined Splenic Center  
Your Splenic Center is responsible for your surviving and thriving with a sense of well-being
in the world. It manages your instinct, intuition and taste which are processes for discerning
what is or isn’t healthy for your survival. Its non-verbal recognition operates in the present
moment, in the ‘now.’ This vital, spontaneous information is your intuition, instinct or a hunch
that allows you to make trustworthy spontaneous judgments and decisions. Moment-to-
moment awareness means that the Spleen never repeats itself.
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G Center  

Love, Identity and Direction  
The G Center is the most extraordinary center in the BodyGraph. It draws toward us what is
specifically ours (by definition) to experience over the course of our lifetime. We are
designed to live that love that is attracted to us, beginning with loving ourselves. It is like
having our own inner GPS, and this pull allows our unique role in life to naturally play out. It
attracts all the people, places, and events that we are here to encounter to us, determining
the way life itself is attracted to and authentically lived through us.
  
 
  

You Have a Defined G Center  
Through your defined G Center, you have a fixed and reliable self-identity, a sense of being
loved and loveable. If you are secure in your love for yourself, you can love others without
becoming dependent on them. You have a sense of your own correct direction or mission in
life, and naturally point out new directions – and possibly new loves – for others. You have a
deep sense of connectedness to your center, and the capacity to comfort people who are
concerned about the direction humanity is heading in, by helping them understand the
nature of our evolution as a species.
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Throat Center 

Communication and Manifestation  
All roads lead to the Throat. As the central and most complex of the nine centers, all energy
flowing through the BodyGraph is under pressure to get to the Throat. Its primary function is
expressing who we are, what we are thinking, feeling, creating or learning, what we know or
want to contribute, and what we have seen or heard and can say to empower others. With
so much pressure on the Throat Center to speak and to do, many people are prone to act or
to say things either too soon or too late.
  
 
  

You Have an Undefined Throat Center  
When you have an undefined Throat Center there can be amplified pressure to talk, to act,
to make an impression, to interrupt or to be the life of the party. Your open Throat naturally
attracts attention, however, and if you wait, you will receive the proper attention and
invitations to speak, at the most opportune time. You are designed to speak spontaneously
and to enjoy the different voices or forms of expression that come through you. Using your
Strategy and Authority, you’re here to become wise about getting the correct attention and
can speak for anyone.
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Ajna Center 

Mental Awareness, the Mind  
The Head and Ajna Centers function together as the mind. The Ajna Center is a processing
hub, transforming the pressure of inspiration from the Head Center, into useful information
for review, research, and communication. Our perceptions are derived from two major
processes: one is visual and one is acoustic. The visual is concerned with what has been
and what might be. The acoustic is associated with pure inspiration and the pressure to
know now. The frequency of our mental process operates over all time.
  
 
  

You Have an Undefined Ajna Center  
With your open Ajna you have a flexible way of processing and conceptualizing ideas and
inspiration. Once your mind is set free from conditioning, it is open to a full range of
intellectual stimulation and creativity. Once you realize and have accepted that your mind
operates in an inconsistent way, and that you can never really be certain about anything,
your mind becomes a playground. It reverts to its correct role as a classroom, a delightful
source of entertainment, and a treasure trove of wisdom for others. Using your Strategy and
Authority, you’re here to have the wisdom to know which mental concepts are actually of
value.
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Head Center 

Mental Pressure and Inspiration  
The Head Center operates as a pressure to comprehend, to think and make sense of things
in the world. Its pressure moves our thoughts toward conceptualization in the Ajna Center by
pushing our questions toward formulas and opinions, clarification and insight, and our
confusion toward realization and ideas. Human Design refers to this pressure as inspiration -
the ways we have of taking in information from the cosmic field of consciousness. Quite
simply, this is the pressure to ask questions, and expect answers, that we experience
throughout our day.
  
 
  

You Have an Undefined Head Center  
Your undefined Head Center has no consistent way of deliberating mental information.
Moment-to-moment inspiration can become an amplified pressure to think about things that
don’t matter, and you can get lost in your own mental monologue with meaningless thoughts
and questions. The real potential of the undefined Head Center is to wonder and explore the
mystery of life, human consciousness, and the intellectual possibilities of an infinite range of
subjects. Using your Strategy and Authority, you’re here to have the wisdom to know which
inspiration is actually of value.
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Your Profile 
The Costume You Wear In Life 

 
Your Profile is an integral part of your differentiation as a unique individual. Taken from both
your conscious and unconscious definition, it influences everything else you are. You may
be an emotional Generator, for instance, sitting with three other emotional Generators, but if
you have different Profiles you are very different people. Together with our Incarnation
Cross, Profile allows us to live our purpose as our own authentic character on the stage of
our life.
 
 
 
 
 

2-4 
The Hermit Opportunist 

 
You are naturally shy and unaware of your gifts – others see things in you that you can’t see
in yourself. And, you are also naturally friendly. You are most comfortable with your own
network and when the right person draws you out to share your talents it can lead to
profound transformation.
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Summary and Resources  
We hope you’ve enjoyed this brief overview of your Human Design. The Human Design
System offers information and tools for navigating your life during these changing and
challenging times.
  
Ra Uru Hu is the founder and Messenger of the Human Design System. He was a
visionary and pioneer. For 25 years he dedicated himself to impacting the world with The
Human Design System. He considered himself the messenger of The Human Design
System, now his legacy, and dedicated his life since the encounter to disseminating the
Science of Differentiation around the world. He settled, lived and worked in Ibiza where he
enjoyed teaching, playing music, gardening and spending time with his wife, three children
and his grandson. Ra passed away in his home on March 12, 2011.
  
“Wisdom hides in your openness. It hides behind the distortion of conditioning, but it’s
there … Wisdom arises out of the awareness of what you are, as opposed to what you are
not. ~ Love yourself, Ra Uru Hu
  
The Human Design Community is truly global. Ra established a network of Organizations
with the intention that they would continue his work, and carry the true message of Human
Design into the future and the world.
  
Jovian Archive: https://www.jovianarchive.com 
The personal website of Ra Uru Hu and home to his digital books library, self-study material,
software, videos and Human Design Television.
  
International Human Design School: https://www.ihdschool.com  
The IHDS is dedicated to maintaining the original teachings, frequency, integrity and
intention of The Human Design System. The IHDS operates as part of the parent
organization, Jovian Archive, Inc. It’s responsible for setting and maintaining educational
standards and materials for Human Design worldwide, and is the official certifying agency
and record keeper for Human Design Professionals. The IHDS is currently licensed and run
by Lynda Bunnell.
  
Human Design Standards and Education 
The licensed and authorized organizations have the privilege of maintaining the purity and
essence of this great body of work, and the legacy of Ra Uru Hu. Licensed professionals and
organizations will display the official logo. To find a full l isting please visit: 
https://ihdschool.com/national-orgs
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Recommended Next Steps
  
1. You can purchase a comprehensive 50-page Personal Human Design Report.
  
2. Schedule a Human Design Reading by an IHDS Certified Human Design Analyst to
understand how to begin to live life according to your Strategy and Authority.
  
3. Attend a Living Your Design experiential workshop. Throughout the world, there are
hundreds of Living Your Design Guides and Teachers providing workshops to support you
on your journey.
  
4. Live what you’ve learned. That’s all. It’s simple – not easy, but simple. Live each moment
of each day through the lens of all that you have learned so far and see what happens.
  
5. Visit the IHDS website, and join the mailing list to keep abreast and find out what’s new in
the Human Design Community.
  
For those who want more
  
6. Human Design is fun and profound, and the Rave ABC and Rave Cartography courses
were designed by Ra for those who want a deeper understanding. These courses were
originally taught by Ra, and are now taught by IHDS Certified Human Design Teachers all
over the world, either in person or online. Contact the www.ihdschool.com or your country’s
National Organization to find these courses.
  
7. Feel free to take advantage of the free e-books and recordings on the ihdschool.com
 website. EBooks, Media Library, Public Downloads, Blogs, and free software are also
available. In addition, there are a variety of self-study lectures and courses available to you.
Click here for more information.
  
For those who respond to becoming Human Design Professionals
  
8. Get involved in the IHDS Certified Human Design Professional Analyst training program.
This is a four-level comprehensive training program that offers students the ability to fully
synthesize the information in the BodyGraph in order to provide profound and life
transforming Human Design readings to the public.
  
9. Advanced studies include Family Practice, Child Development, BG5 Career & Business
Consulting, Rave Psychology, Primary Health System, Holistic Analysis, DreamRave
Analysis and Rave Cosmology. For more information on advanced studies, visit the
Professional Education page on the IHDS website, or contact any of the Official Human
Design organizations.
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